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ALL THINGS ARE AS THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN
Justin Stone

As soon as we have words we have co
how believable the teacher, using words forr
convey ideas to others. When oneZnn teache:
the unborn," we realize he is speaking from a
listeners will understand is a hopeless effort.
was real, but, to his followers, it became a cc
This writer had a deep experience when it t
always been, roughly the same as "unborn
experience to otheis. Only the drinker knows if the water is hot or cold.- 

There are two ways in which such misrepresentation can come about. One way is
for someone to have a de6p experience and then try to put it into words so he can convey it
to others. This was the case when HakuinZnnji,the great Japanese T.enteacher and mystic,
after his first great enlightenment experience, said: "After this, seeing thingl of the world
was like seeing the back of my own hand." This is very articulate, but it still doesn't make
it possible for the listener to share in the experience.^ 

The other way is for someone to hear or form a concept an{ th.en try to have an
experience to match ihat concept. A sincere Christian will have a Christian experience,
ba3ed on his conditioning, and a Buddhist will see and hear things based on his
conditioning. In each case the experience will be the creation of his own mind, very
subjective, and not something valid that just happered.- 

Those who meditate regularly will probably have experiences that in no way follow
what they have been taught. They may then rationalize the experience--and so spoil it--in
order to bring it into conformity with what they feel they "should" teahz,e.

(See All Things p. 4)
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Justin Stone is the Origiirator of Tai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movement.
Steve Ridley is the Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih.

This joumal is dedicated 0o Tai Chi Chih teachers and practitioners worldwide.
May it serve you in "Knowing the ReaI."



Reflections . . .Along the Way
The plum tree reached its zenith in blossoming after

days of rain and sunshine. Each morning the drape is pushed
aside for a clear view of the garden and a new days beginning
greets us. This is how we know of springtime, by the
nourished flowering ttrings apparent in nature.

T'ai Chi Chih primes andcolors the lives of seniors as
many retirees are responding beautifully to "moving with
joy!" Within this issue, numerous teaching accounts convey
how T'ai Chi Chih is being presented to the elders in our
communities for their optimal reception. If the inclination
hasn't aheady inspired you, read the experiences prompting
more and more T'ai Chi Chih classes with this seasoned
population.

Though not limited to it, our June issue will present
several stories of T'ai Chi Chih with Children. Sharing chi

rs of course, yet specific tellings represent the
eaching is a creative art!
: in the next Vital. Force Journal? We look

by,opr Yay-lst ggadtine! vFJ thanks rh, ."J;it""YilrYl{#:ffi
and joy is shared in each issue.

;rs &re hosting The 8th International TCC
e announcement flyer enclosed and basic
an opportunity to "get back to basics."
r 1993 TCC Teacher Directory and helped us
lescriptive of the new directory below to see
goes out to all teachers who are sharing T'ai
refactors who contribute ($5 ol morc) to the

teacher referral and special projects fund. Thank you to Sandra J.Lutz, Wanda Ruth
Zmmerman, Marlene Brown, L.p. McKenzie, Carmen Brocklehurst, Jean Katus, Patrick
Lenard, Sr. Antonia Cooper, O.S.F., Roxann Post, Steve Ridley and an Anonymous donor.

NEW 1993 TEACHER DIRECTORY AVAILABLE
Copies of the new TCC Teachers' Directory are available for referral purposes and communication anong

accredited TCC instructors. New map section has been added to show location of teachers in each area.
Teachers may request a copy of tle new directory by sending $5.00 to: I'he Vital Force. 1477-l55th

Avenue, San Leandro, CA94578.
Consult VFJ for updates to information contained in ttre directory. Each quarterly issue will include new

listings of recently accredited teachers, changes of name, addresses, and phone numbers. Please keep us up
to date on any changes to your listing by sending all new information to our address above.
This is a wonderful referral tool to suppoft the wide-spread teaching of "Joy Through Movement!"

Forever grateful for the many ways T'ai Chi Chih flourishes as it nourishes!

Elizabeth Salada for
^ The Vital Force
I
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have not been taught how they should feel or
ns is right and does not have to be adjusted to
that the writer sometimes does not answer

questions which would call for conceptual answers--they would spoil the experience.
To look at a b_eautiful body of water without relating it to anything is what

Krishnamurti called "Choiceless awareness", which, while veiy descripiive, is again a
concept. It is better to just experience it.

Words have their place and are absolutely necessary for communication and the
accumulation of knowledge, but they are not iapable of taking the place of a valid
experience. Words are, by their very nature, dualistic, and no re-alizatibn of "Oneness"
(wholeness) can come from subject-ob,ject thinking. In shorr, do not be afraid to experience
without labeling, or even rememberine, t1" experidnce.

READERS COMMENTARY

virginia Shilson, Albuquerque, NM Anita Germain, white Bear Lake, MN:
9ontinued congratulations on tha VFJ. It Thank you for your beautiful work of VFJ.
is inspiring to look upon as well as to read. I'm enjoying each issue more and more. tr
Ralph Garn, Syracuse, NY: I feel read it the day it anives! Peace.

Pritamdas (Peter Worrall) Tucson, AZ:
Thank you for your wonderful gift in the
form of the "VFJ". I enjoy it and
appreciate your efforts muchly.
Barbara Peller, Northfield, IL: After
teaching for a year and a half, I frnally sat
down and wrote an article for The Vital
Force. I think it was a comment in a letter
from Justin that helped me commit
internally to writing it. Thanks for all you
do to keep us connected and challenged.
Steve Ridley, Denver, CO: The new
TCC teacher directory is excellent. I hope
you are receiving adequate numbers of
orders. Thanks to you and Lois for your
good work.

embody the
essence that flows
through you



JOURNAL ENTRIES
Thoughts During T'ai Chi Chih Practice

Vicki Brodie; Burlingame, CA

* * {' Morning TCC practice in backyard, September 15, 1990 * * *

I see the fence u'isscrossing in front of the trees.

I hear an airplnne crisscrossing over the sound of passing autos.-.
then a piano over awind chime.

I feel the wind crisscrossing through the still air
as the Chi is flowing through me.

* * x [,41s night TCC practice, November 4, 1990 * * *

Light and shndows dance across my hands
as I mnke circles in the air.

The flowing ftnvement calms my racing thoughts
so I can sh.mtber in the night"

* !t< {< Morning practice, February 14, 1991 * :l€ *

Shadows on shadows...
Negative and positive"

Yin. . . . .Yang"
You touch my soul"
I amuplifted,
And my spirit soars.

{< * * Moming practice, October 25, 1991{' {' {<

The robins come and tnke their splashing baths,
then they are gone.

The blue jays come and survey the scene,
and scare everyone away.

The hummingbirds beat their tiny wings, feed and rest.-"
feed and rest.

This I see mnking circles round and round.
My eyes see them as I move.

What away to start one's day!
5



JUSTIN SAID...
everything is vibrant with life. The'empty'
md, if one gazes at the silent hills and rocks,
rf Creation. We could call this all a 'sea of
:oncept. We can only be sure of a 'total
rturc all exist in this fully aware and joyous
{aster Yunmen. There is great suffering, to
e pain-ridden animal subconsciously hums a

He who is aware of.Negation of Negation understands that emptiness is empty,
too, but it is overflowing with a life that has an insane urge to manifest. And manifestaiion
is Love.

A Quote
In truth, it is difficult to find
a displeasing aspect in nature,
if one looks with a quiet mind,
not concerned with its own problems.
"When the mind is transpal-ent and purc,
as if reflected on the
minor-like surface of the water.
there is nothing in the world
that you would dislike.
When it is serene as the light breeze
in the sunshine,
there will be no one
whom you would like to forget."

Jus tin's Spiritual S torie i
Audio cassette - Volume I

I thought the photo (above) would be of interest to readers of the VFJ. This is the
best picture of a_Yogi that I know. It is a shot of a naked Yogi taken near Gangotri in India
$angotri. is-cold, up at the source of the Ganges in the Himilayas. He has jlst bathed in
the freezing water.

Those who wonder how he can take the cold might find the answer in the chapter
on "Fixation: the Dumo Heat" ir my Meditationsfor Hedling.



THE FUNCTION OF CHI
IN TCC

Steve Ridley

Often times students are curious about the specific purpose of individual TCC
movements regarding their influence on the "function" of chi. For example, one might
ask, "Which movement is good for the heart?" Another may want'the movement that will
help cure asthma or arttrritis. There is no certain answer for such inquiries.

I have never heard Justin suggest that by performing a certain TCC movement
pattern, the chi will function in a specific manner to accomplish a certain, desired result.
He does not prescribe or claim that a particular movement will bring an anticipated
outcome. It would be inesponsible to predetermine the functioning of chi and what it will
accomplish for an individual, because (relatively speaking) we are each completely
different from one another. Rocking Motion might stimulate the chi flow in the heart area
for one person while activating the bowels of another. All TCC movements seem to
contribute life-enhancing, harmonizing influences to each practitioner, but in varied ways.
The chi functions beneficially for individual needs. It is good to know that chi
always endeavors to function optimally through us., because this
is its nature, its natural impulse-inclination. TCC practice can
only assist this function by working with it, allowing its optimal
function through the mind-body.

We can view certain TCC movements in general terms. regarding their possible
influences: Bird Flaps Its Wings obviously helps activate the lower tan t'ien and the
downward flow of chi which contributes to the process of eliminating waste ("apana" in
Sanskrit), yet also activates the organ meridians running through the wrists as we 'flap and
circle." Pulling In The Energy seems to stimulate the physical heart as well as the anahata
(heart) chakra. sometimes activating emotional surges in the chest (and subsequent
releases). Light At The Top Of The Head/Temples helps energize the ajna (upper tan t'ien
or brow point) and soma (crown) chakras, relieving headache symptoms for some.
Daughter On The Mountain Top contributes to the natural function of chi descending
through the "conception vessel" (inside the lower lip through ttre midline of the torso to the
perineum), which assists proper operation and balance of the triple heater system. Again,
ttrese are only general characteristics of a few TCC movement patterns that assist the innate
function of chi as it endeavors to maintain harmony throughout the individual.

Justin's idea of not specifying the effects of particular TCC movements is , I
believe, the wisest policy for teaching. If the teacher states that chi will function in a
certain way while doing " I' movement, she/he has only provided the student
with a conceptual limitation. By simply doing the TCC movements with "unclouded
mind," the life-enhancing benefits will manifest as they should for the individual
practitioner. Why clutter the student's mind with pet concepts (including personally
meaningful imagery - new age or gender based!)
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THE ANT OF TEACHING SEA,,ORS

IN GRATITUDE FOR THE UNEXPECTED
Barbara Peller, Northfield, IL

, I'm delighted to write that I've just completed my first semester teaching TCC to
seniors at three locations. Previously, I'd been teaching for one year at two holistic health
centers. Then last Spring, I was recommended as a T'ai Chi teacher by a friend who
teaches yoga to seniors at our local community college. When I got the first call for an
interview, I had no idea what would evolve. In a matter of weeks, I had committed to
three free demonstrations and three fall classes for seniors.

Never having worked with seniors, I chose to simply pray and meditate, asking for
help and guidance; and fi'om the start, the seniors fell in love with T'ai Chi Chih. Having
no idea what to expect from these students, I simply taught session-by-session, while
feeling the studentsi needs and their level of openness, and responding t6 their questions
and interests. One class was scheduled for 10 weeks, another f.or 12 weeks and the third
for 13 weeks; yet all three classes mastered the flrst ten movements, and one class learned
all the taff,tes, while the other two are just learning basic taffy. They all love the relaxation
and the stimulating exercise.

All three classes requested a break after the first half hour of movements; so we
have chairs in the back of the room, and relax for ten minutes while sharing stories of TCC
practice, as well as questions on refinements and corrections of moves. Sometimes we
listen to Justin's tape on TCC, and sometimes the classes enjoy being guided through a
progressive relaxation or guided imagery exercise.

My inner guidance was to reiterate to each class that each student is to be a self-
advocate for their own particular body's needs. I let them know that the goal is to create a
positive experience for their bodies and minds, so they'll want to keep coming back to
class and enjoy learning and practicing at home. I'm happy to help students adjust any
movement to their bodies'special needs and sensitivities; and all students are welcome to
keep a chair nearby, if needed. They leam to be more aware of their own comfort zone,
and if they need to rest awhile, or do the movements while seated, they are always
encouraged to take good care of themselves"

When we resume our TCC movements after the break, they are quickly back into
the flow. After concluding with the Cosmic Consciousness pose,I ask them to stand for a
moment, while placing their attention on the soles of their feet, and in that quiet moment I
offer them a suggestion for a self-nurturing gift they can give to themselves that day, or
perhaps simply ask them to think of something rhey feel thankful for.

(See Seniors next page.)



THE ART OF TEACHING
T'AI CHI CHIH FLOWERS

Greetings to our TCC Family:
I am currently tehching TCC in two retircment communities, and one class for the

general public. I enjily teaching senior citizens because TCC is so adaptable-totheir needs.
Iencourage ttrem to move within the range of comfort an{ to rest when tftey f@l the need.

To all my classes I constantly emphasize the single most important quality of TCC,
softness and coirtinuity of motion. This is not an easy concept to grasp in a_ fast-paced
culture that is prone to exert lots of effort and willpower. When students ask, "Do you
mean relaxed?", I respond, "are flowers relaxed?" There is usually a gigglg or two-

In my own personal practice of TCC, I ha've seen that there remains much, much
more to gainfrom cultivating softness and continuity of motion! Best wishes to all!

Love, Luis Sanchez. Goleta, CA

BEAUTIFUL RESULTS

Prcsently I am teaching a noon-time TCC class for the staff at UC Santa Barbara
where I work. Il's very rewarding for me as a TCC teacher to hear their comments of how
relaxed and focused they feel as a result of practicing the movements. One student told me
yesterday that she feels TCC is "absolutely beautiful" and she notices an overall feeling of
less stress in her life after just a few weeks of practice.

In my personal practice of TCC, I continue to rcach new levels of awareness in my
body" I notici: that tense areas are softening more and m.ore, and I'm excited to wonder
how I'11feel a few years from now. Thank you again, Justin!

Linda Sanchez, Goleta, CA

Seniors (Cont.from previous page)
The seniors often mention having difficulties

remembering the movements, so I talk them though
each movement throughout the class. I know they
appreciate the help in guiding them along, as the
program directors tell me how grateful the students
are for my verbal instructions throughout the class
hour. Some of the seniors have questions they want
to express personally, or information they want to
share; so, I've made a practice of aniving early and
being available after class. I love teaching seniors;
their gratitude for learning TCC and their openness to
new ways of self-healing has won my heart. I feel a
special dedication to these students, and am mQst
giateful to be able to offer them the enrichrnent TCC
can bring to their lives. Barbara Peller, Northfield, IL



CLASSIC CONTEMPLATIONS

The more you look up
The loftier it rises

The lower you stoop down to reach it,
The deeper it sinks.

The more you PRESS forward
The longer it strerches before you;

The more you RETREAT,
The shorter the span to do it in.

Wang Tsung-yue on T'ai Chi

{ < * { < * { .

THIRTEEN

Thirty spokes share the wheel's hub;
It is the center hole that makes it useful.
Shape clay into a vessel;
It is the space within that makes it useful.
Cut doors and windows for a room;
It is the holes which make it useful.
Therefore profit comes from what is there;
Usefulness from what is not there.

Tao Te Ching, - Lao Tsu

,1. * ,1. :1. *

"The world is ruled by letting things take their course." - Lao Tsu

t0



EMPTYING OUT
Linda Braga, Castro Valley, CA

In February I went to a beautiful Dominican Retreat Center in California for a 3-day
silent retreat. I wis part of a group of 40 people from our church. We were led in vatious
forms of meditation and contemplation: T'ai Chi movement, chanting, breath work, group
prayer, singing, and silence. Ourjob was to {

I had been anticipating this retreat for
'doing." I knew that the days would flow in 1
body/mind/spirit dictate how the time wt
meditating or emptying out. After a busy we
purposefully. lusi wattcing slowly, moving slowly didn't_mean-my $nq had slowed
down, too. As I made myself a cup of tea that first evening. I found my hand crushing the
tinfoil wrapper--and I knew I wasn't really relaxed yet.

The-next day I began to realize just how tense our habit patterns are--shallow
breathing, forced smile and doing four things at a time. So I chose to consciously enact
simplicity in thought and in motion. I sat and LOOKED for long periods of_time. I didnt
read one-book I hhd brought. I walked in the garden and sat on a stump. I watched the
moss growing on a rock. I watched the rain drops trickle gently off a green leaf. I
breathed in/out" in/out

By the third day, the process of emptying out was beginning to manifest. By doing
nothing, by opening up to Awareness and LOOKING, I began to experience peace.
Judgments-began to-fadle. In their place was a sense that something creative was taking
root-. (When we take the time to nurture ourselves in meditative ways we e4perience the
beauty of the world rather than just observe it.) That weekend I learned that "emptying
out" means just that. Not doing somettring "spiritual" or thinking right tttoug_lrts or reading
beautiful wbrds or saying eloquent prayers or singing religious songs. Emptying out
means being with yourselfln silence and not letting any activity dilute that experience.

Emptying out may take an hour, a day, a week...but the rewards are far !.yqq{
words. As this retreat ended, I might have asked myself, "What did I accomplish? Did I
make it worthwhile? Did I get what I came for? Did I rclax?" Instead, I came away wittr a
certainty that something had "happened" and it wasn't what I had planned. It was much
more profound and nourishing.

Do p dare to "empty out" today, my fiiend?

Cahnly abiding in the pre.sent moment,
tmmense Joy anses.

- Thich Nhat Hanh

t l



A CREATIVE EXERCISE
Steve Ridley

During random times it is useful to take several deep, feeling breaths into your heart
space (anahata chakra). Breathing consciously through this energy center helps to
neutralize tension and transform crystallized creative energy. This simple action
contributes a cleansing influence emotionally and psychically, and increases the function of
this chakra.

In potential, the anahata chakra serves to radiate expansive love, the inherently
limitless love of God, as soul. By consciously breathing through this vital center now and
then throughout the day, it is kept relatively free of emotional constriction-armoring and is
more able to accommodate the expansive expression of Love.

Practice like this:
Sit quietly, allowing ttrorough relaxation throughout your body.

Bring feeling awareness to your mid-chest area (the midline of the chest -
breastbone center). Some find it helpful to lightly touch this space with
their fingertips until their feeling focus becomes stabilized.

Breathe slowly, deeply and rhythmically, as if directly in and out through
the anahata chakra. As you breathe in, draw brcath and energy deeply into
this center allowing expansion. Fause for a second or two retaining breath
and energy. Then exhale, relaxing as love radiates, extending effortlessly
from your heart space.

This simple exercise may be utilized whenever you think of it or feel the need for it
tJse it as often as you like to empower this dynamic energy center and cultivate its free
functioning.

Always know that you are a specialized unit of God and that your larger identity is
Pure Consciousness. Always affirm: "Everything in my mind, everything in my
consciousness, everything in my world is now in divine order.

CHAKRAS
Steve Ridley

The main chakra system of the body is rooted within sushumna nadi, the astral
spine. The chakras are both transmitters and receivers of subtle energy. They are
responsive to environmental influences, physiological, emotional and mental states, and
breathing pattems.

The primary function of the chakras is the distribution of soul-force to mind and
body, to provide sustenance as well as regulation and maintenance of all mind-body
functions. The chakras also accommodate and facilitate the expression of various soul-
capacities or aspects of consciousness.

t2



Taoist Healing Sounds
e cho e d by anc ient abor i ginal voic e s
in that valley where the tree people crowd--
a ways from the clearing where one of their mentbers
sacrificedlife onbehalf of the two-leggeds
who also sacrifice in the Sun Dance,
eagle-bone whistles, drums, songs--
chanting their prayers sent on smoke of sage
to blend with sounds of

gone-before wise ones
those joining themnow
the yet unborn

enacting this ceremony on behalf of the whole creaion
" M itakuy e Oy asin" - - all my r elativ e s - -

Does heart lang.nge bridge
time
ailture
ordinary and mystical events

to help heal the wounds of these Ghost Dance voices
come to make thenuelves known at the place where they still live?

Jean Katus

The Heart of loy

Unconscious hands clasp gently,
A grateful heart sings unspeakable joy .."
Great Silence prevails

Cr e ation vibr ate s gr arttude,
Linking each atom...
The human symphony extends to Infiniry

In breathless Unity
We breathe again.,..
Cycles progress through timeless Light!

l3

-Steve Ridlev



The Meaning Behind the Symbolic Gestures
of T'ai Chi Chih

Richard Brier, Mill Valley, CA
In my many years of learning, teaching and refining TCC, it has become obvious that the fonn is

really a bridge between tbe visible & invisible worlds, matter & spirit, words & silence, and most certainly
g direct way to experience Reality. In this article, I want to share my insights relative to the meaning
behind the TCC forms All of these meanings are my own experience and I claim no othei
authori ty.

Beginning with Rocking Motion. We receive yang chi in ttre hand as the palms are raised, the
heels lifted off earth to release ourselves from the physical, we then bring yang back to mother earth-yin-
palms down. We are the acupuncture points between heaven and earth and the energy dance of yin-yang
must be balanced for inner change to occur. Humans are here to be purified from dense matter to light
spirit. In tbis way we further the evolution of the whole planet.

The rest position is to allow integration of active and still chi. This position is very important
and in an old Taoist text the V position of the feet is called the Infinity Stance. It is also called the Crane
Stance. The breathing is from the bubbling spring, which is called the lower dantien. "Brearhe from the
heels" is another ancient secret of the circulation. AII of the practices are essentially practical and simple--
the difficulty is always in daily practice--flat is the Key to rhe Kingdom of chi development.

Bird Flaps its Wings is interesting. Most important is to embody the spirit of the bird (birds
symbolize freedom & intuitive knowlerlge) and feel the expansion oi the movement. Lifting the beels
while squatting allows us to dis-connect from gravity & release the weightedness of form while spreading
the wings expresses our desire for transcendence--to open ourselves to the vastness of our true being an<l the
universe. The closure of the wings again is to center that expansion, to bring tlat flight back to ttre middle
dantien, the lower dantien, the earth, form itself. We flow between form and emptiness in ail the
movements.

Around the Platter ruly begins the circle dance of Tai Chi Chih. We all know intellectually thar
circularity cfeates more chi flow--an outstanding way to deepen your experience of that truttr is to change
the size of your circles in platter--from quite small to large & feel the difference in energy. Remember
always to relax and move softly, slowly, and smoothly--without ambition. The Platter receives chi from
earth in the hands and creates receptive harmony, as the circle is the symbol of harmony.

No one does TCC like anyone else. Isn't it wondrous? Tlre variation of platter creates changes
lecause of the holding the ball gesture. The hands represent our ability to give and to receive, to let go anO
hold on. Allow the beauty and elegance of your soul to flow from holding the ball gesture into patms
down. The ball represents my conscious intention which we then offer to the world. For example, holding
a loving thought of someone and sending it to them as you release the ball. Be consciously Creative and
enhance the form with your own ideas.

Bass Drum is so simple and powerful. Visualize the chi dancing between the palms, wrists
Jelaxed in bottom part of the circling and wrists more yang in upper part of the curving. A[ow Hfe to be
Itself in the movements, it is the art of arts-letting go of wanting to control life. Allof the movements
arc states of mind. The variations are infinite and no two practice sessions will be alike if you are alert.

Daughter on the Mountain Top has always been one of my favorites. The daughter is the
receptive feminine within us all and the Mountain Top are the moments of grace which occur
spontaneously during practice (and LIFE!) 'Only Oe empty cup can be frlled.' Remember: be relaxed and
alert, like a cat. The two intersecting circles interweave the yin-yang energies. The idea of separation is
the primary cause of human misery. A beautiful movement, practice it endlessly. Try 36 repetitions on
each side some time, slowly, without thought. (see symbolic Gestures 

-on 
p. 15)
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Symbolic Gestures (Cont. from p. l4).
Daughter in the Valley complements Mountain Top. Here we begin from a high am space (high

in consciousness) and descend into ordinary life to share our insights. To trust the intuitive and be
compassionate to the doubts, is to be an artist of life itself. We cup our hands and climb up the column of
lighi expand it and then ground it in ordinary ways to embody and then share it. This alchemy of the
ordinary, making the ordinary extraordinary, occurs sponnritively (YES!) when we practice daily.

Carry the Ball to the Side is the first movement going sideways and that always changes my
experience of the chi rather dramatically. Here we again cup the hands and the key is the alternating
emphasis in the hands. I feel I am drawing the Tai Chi circle continually in this form.

Push Pull is giving & receiving in balance. Exhaling on the outward and inhaling on the in-
goiflg movement can energize these forms particularly.

Pulling in the Energy from the most dislant star is a lovely image, and true. When two people
fall in love, a new galaxy is born. This is common knowledge among lovers, yet hardly ever mentioned.
In one class, I suggested receiving love-energy from Venus and a lady exclaimed excitedly "How did you
know" I was just contemplating Venus & love-energy!" These types of intuitive occurences will happen
often.

Good to visualize your favorite planet feeding and nourishing you through the fingertips. It is paramount
to practice in nature as often as possible, as the chi is most pure there.

The Taffy's are unique--the sandwiched hands separate and offer chi-bits to the left and right. The
receptive and creative flow beautifully in this series. My teacher, Thomas Bottoms, used to say that we
offer candy (taffy) to a little child on the left, and then on the right" so the second child wouldn't feel lonely.
Lovely, yes?

We are perfect in our essence, but it take time, infinite time to bring the perfection into form.
Our practice is our supreme opportunity to connect to the Source daily. Without practice, the world will
overwhelm & destroy our delicate balance. Count on it.

Working tbe Pulley hand movements give and receive simultaneously, again emptying ourselves
to be filled by ttre Great Tao. The whole approach of Tai Chi Chih is to still the surface mind so that our
natural spontaneous wisdom can shine forth in is simplicity and guide us.

A word or three about the confusion of 'over-seriousness' and so-called spirituality. Over-
seriousness is a curse and is definitely ego-based. The joy of TCC is precisely due to the releasing of the
ego's endless need for control. Joy and radiance are an obvious sign ofDivinity's presence.

Light at the Top of the Head and Temples are wonderful ways to open the higher centers and
balance the left and right brain. The marriage of yin-yang, the maniage of both sides of the brain, are aided
greatly and easily in these fomrs. Try doing them fhree times each, slow and lovingly, and watch this inner
communion.

The flame at the top of the head expands as we rise on the toes, symbolic of rising above conceptual
living. This widening enlarges our limited views, the hands coming back together shows that we have
brought that vision back into life, for wholeness.

The temple is the place of worship, in this movement we move beyond thought of religion, beyond
dogma and cama, and enter the true sream of spiritual life. I hope that these ideas enhance your sense of
Tai Chi Chilr--my essential reminder is: practice, enjoy, relax, ground.

Joyous Breath is very invigorating. We finally emphasize yang, inner power and exert ourselves
exhaling. On the four exhales we release toxins pbysically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. No
formulas, let Tao lead. The filling and emptying of the breath detoxifies our system and allows
homeostasis to take place naturally. Sometirnes I do J.B. 9 times ending with 9 chui's. It is extremely
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alerting done in this way. (See Symbolic Gestures on P. 16)



Symbolic Gestures (cont. from p. 15)
Passing Clouds has always been a favorite of mine. Several years ago, a student named Barbara

was healed of thirty-five years of insomnia by just doing Clouds for 10 minutes prior to sleep! Relaxation
and circularity is primary here, move from the waist, and the awareness that clouds symbolize the law of
form: endless change. Can we surrender to change? Can we allow Tao to run our lit'e? Can we trust the
universe?

Six Healing Sounds are vital and tension releasing, done with gusto and fluidity. I often do
Sounds many times and have pronounced chi flow. Rest for longer than usual after both Joyous Breath and
Sounds, as both suongly stimulate chi and we want to allow balance to re-occrir.

We end with Cosmic Consciousness Pose which integrates the stimulated chi and allows chi-
wisdom to nourish the body deep in the marrow of the bones. Be still as long as comfortable. Stillness is
the highest state of vibration and the quickest way to access wisdom.

Checkpoints: are my shoulden relaxed?
is my breathing natural?
am I gazing inwardly?

This journey
of life and Tai Chi Chih always begins NOW- -

and I wish you only success in
your efforts to cultivate chi.

Blessings,
Richard
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SPIRITUALLY SPEAKING
Steve Ridley

Self-clinging, self-preoccupation is perhaps the greatest malady from which one
can suffer and the most difficult to cure.

It is the undergirding impulse that fosters the manifestation and perpetuation of
countless forms of mind-body dis-ease, and the root cause of spiritual impoverishment.

Because we hide,
we seek. . .

while authentically Complete.

The Sober mind can release the personal and reflect something greater.

Rec-cognize the inner
to honor the outer.



THE TREE

There is a 300 year old oak tree growing in the middle of the street in our neighborhood.
The pavement divides around him in respect. He shows the signs of age;

massive girth,
towering majestic zums,

broken branches from which has since sprung new life,
covered with Spanish moss slowly consuming his lifeblood

for its own existence.
Yet he remains serenely alive.

Stately standing guard over the neighborhood"
Steadfast.

Upon my evening walk I felt the overwhelming urge to embrace the giant.
Breathing slowly and deeply-

tuning in to him.

I felt his strength deeply rooted in the passing of so many years--
and his susceptibility-unable to openly object to the years of acid rain

so carelessly provided as sustenance by uncaring human beings"

We embraced each other in silence as the universe looked on.
I have a new friend now--and am richer for it"

Carol Glinski , Jacksonvi lle, FL

LETTING IT FLOW
Steve Ridley

If the "river of Life" flows abundantly, broadly, etemally, why then do we tend to,
intentionally or otherwise, resist, hinder or habitually congest it with the useless
constriction of humolless self-concern?

Not judging - just asking!
I for one am convinced that by regular participation in conscientious T'ai Chi Chih

practice, the comprehensive authenticity of our innately limitless livingness (I) can be
recovered.



TCC AND PREGNANCY
Carol Glinski

The Denver TCC uaining course, Oct. 19-24, 1992 n
Denver was terrific. Met some fine people from really
diverse backgrounds. Learned a lot about improving my
TCC form too. It's amazing the energy you canlense when
you are doing TCC with a large group who knows all the
movements.

I feel that daily practice has really helped my
pregnancy along too. I never had a day of morning sickness.
Don't have any swelling in my feel (except when I sit at the
computer all day), and generally feel terrific. With delivery
date at I 1/2 months and counting, everyone around me is in
awe of how well I get around and how health I look. (Even
moved the lawn and trimmed the shrubs last weekend.) I'm
going to see how far along in the first stage of labor I can do
TCC before having to go to the hospital.

I've been doing an extra set of "healing sounds" in a
lighter fashion and focusing Chi on Sasha's tiny little organs
as I go through. Would be neat if there were some way we
could know if that really helps a child in-utero. (Asked Liz
what she thought her baby was feeling when she brought all
that Chi down into the Tan T'ien at the end of each move.) It
must be doing SOMETFIING. Doctor's and books tell me
that the child should not be moving as much by now because
of crowding--but she still plays a full four quarters of
volleyball with my liver every day, so she's got plenty of
energy!

Lifting arms
Time stands still
Circle the Earth
Becoming whole
Lines beween in and out
Disappear
Vibrating into One.
Loretta Shiver, Albuquerque, NM
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If I sing in the trees
you hear me

If I sing in the desert
you are there

Singer, Song, Scene, Same
Carmen Brocklehurst 1992
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Tbrc most beneficial follow through to T'ai Chi Chih practice is to be quiet and still.
By doing so we allow for a morc complete assimilation of the chi generated through
movement. The idea is to make the most of health-giving influences of freshly circulated
chi, rather than letting it dissipate to whatever degree following practice. We don't want to
dilute the charge, the healing force, but want to give it a chance to be utilized as fully as
possible.

I'm sure you have enjoyed practicing TCC with a group or with a friend and have
noticed that immediately afterward there has been excessive verbalization, random motion,
etc. and that the uplift generated during practice became reduced to blowing off nervous
energy. The potential contribution toward rcstoration and transformation was largely lost
An analogy might be preparing a meal and throwing it in the garbage can.

Those of you familiar with hatha yoga - also concemed with the generation and
harmonization of chi - know that immediately following the practice of asanas
(posture/poses) comes a complementary interlude of deep relaxation for the purpose of
assimilating the spectrm of benefits created during practice.

Personally, I prefer to first assume the Cosmic Consciousness Pose for a
comfortable duration following TCC practice, then to sit quietly on the floor or in a chair
being quiet and still with eyes closed for several minutes.

I hope you will give consideration to this important aspect of TCC practice and will
emphasize it to your students. This idea of assimilating what is generated also applies to
ttre shorter periods of stillness in the "Resting Pose" between each TCC movement

Solitude in winter
the apparently withered poplar
with tan, brittle leaves
and brown textured trunk
fixed to earttr, merged in earth,
below heavy wet snow blanket.

As sun progrcsses to zenittr
the quiet stately tree
is transformed...
a golden being with lofty crown
stretching toward heaven,
and a brightening hope swells
in the Heart.

Steve Ridlev 1l-92
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Betty Sommerfield of Duncan, BC Canada T'ai Chi Chih
teacher, died in January of cancer. She will be missed by all
who knew her--she embodied the true spirit of T'ai Chi.



V[ho would benefit from a Teacher Renewal Class? You know the answer!
Three teachers were discussing how to do and teach "The Taffys". Each of us moved a
little differently. Each of us felt we were correct! Hope Ridley, San Mateo, CA
T'ai Chi Chih RENEWAL/TEACHER REVIEW with Steve Ridley on Saturday, June

lovement pattem in order to realize optimum
Time will be devoted to application and

of T'ai Chi Chih. Our goal will be to move
o learn to better convey is subtleties to our

students. Teachers and teacher candidates are invited to bring questions for clarification of
movements, etc. so the content will be shaped to meet specific needs. (See calendar for
registration information.) VFJ Mailing follows event.
CA's SF Bay Area Teacher Training scheduled for June 7-12 has a few open
spaces. Contact Liz Salada for an application-information packet .(510/ 278-3263)
A Teacher's Accreditation Course in San Diego, CA will be hosted by Susan
Webster. If anyone has students who are interested, please call her as soon as possible for
the class is going to fill quickly. The tentative date is August 9- 14. Call Susan at 619144l-
1163 or voice mail at 1-800-473-8851. Plovide nzrmes and addresses of students who are
ihteresed and registration fonns will be sent asap.

I
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Plan now to anend the July 23-25 T'ai Chi Chih Confercnce in Chicago, IL. The
proposed program is "Back to the Basics" and will include movement refinement,
philosophy, teaching techniques and much more sharing to assure we are passing on "the
right stuff in our T'ai Chi Chih classes. IMPORTANT DEADLINE: The deposit
deadline is June 5 to confirm your attendance. See the detailed information for Conference
Registration on the enclosed flyer. Costs have been kept as low as possible to encourage
people to come fi'om outside theMidwest.

T'AI CHI IN INDONESIA - A few spaces remain in the small group (15-20) which
will be led to Central Java, Bali and Irian Jaya by Accredited T'ai Chi Chih teacher Donna
Moore and Tour Leader Nic Frank. Explore the beauty, culture and traditions of this
magnificent area from June 25 to July 9, T993. Imagine "Gathering in the Energy" while
practicing T'ai Chi Chih on the steps of fabled Borobudur, the magnificent Buddhist
temple of Central Java. Formore information contact Donna Moore 2061842-2170-
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March Seijaku Accreditation Course with Justin Stone,
19-21 San Francisco. CA. Contacc Sandy McAlister 510/582-2238.
April 10 T'ai Chi Chih-Meditation Workshop with Steve Ridley

Monwiew ian Church, 1980 Dahlia St., Denver, CO

April S-day Meditation Retreat with Justin Stone $350
14-18 Green Gulch Zen Center. Marin County. CA. FILLED

April 17 T'ai Chi Chih/Meditation VYorkshop with Steve Ridley $50
Albuquerque. NM Contact Loretta Shiver: 505/255-7451. 9:30-4:30

April 1 Application and Recommendation Letters due.
April 25 $200 Deposit Due for Candidates of
June 7-12 TCC Teacher Accreditation Course, Bay Area, Northern CA
Mon.-Sat. Contacn Liz Salada. 1477-l55th Ave.. San Leandro. CA 94578
May 1 Deadline for submitting your news a'rd infrirmaiior-' to Tiie Vimi Force

for June 1993 Summer i.s.sue

May 15 $25 naitron due (after,vard $30) for
June 5 TCC Renewal/Teacher Review with Steve Ridley, San Jose, CA

Contact Susan Hudgens,787 Sweetwater Way, San Jose, CA 94133
Phone: 4081926-5664 9:30am -1:30pm

NOTE: Groqp mailing of The Vinl Force will follow the Renewal. Bring a ba!
lunch and socialize while helping to send out the June issue of VFJ. 

-

June 5 $50 Deposit or full amount due or balance July 5
IqlV 23-25 8th International Teachers Conference, Chicago, lL area
Fri. 2_pm to Cabqni Retreat Center, 9430 Golf Road, Des Plaines, IL lChicago suburb)
Sun. 3 pm $150, singJe rooms only, includes 6 meals. $75 commuter; 9100 sleeping

bag (only if all 70 rooms are occupied). Contacts: Barbara Peller 708144I-
5710 or Hannah Hedrick 3121464-4697. (See enclosed brochure tbr
regisration form.)

June 6 TCC Sunday Practice in Central Park, San Mateo, CA - FREE
9:30 am Led by Steve Ridley. Open to All.

Contact Hope Ridley 415/341-3069

Tentative TCC Teacher Accreditation Course, San Diego, CA $380
August 9-14 Contact Susan Webster 619/441-1165: voice mail 1-800-473-8851

f,'all- date to TCC/lVleditation Workshop with Steve Ridley, Bay Area, No.cA
be announced Contact: Susan Hudgens 408/926-5664
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ARIZONA TEACHER NEWS
Roxann Post

This past year has been one of transition and new opportunities for T'ai Chi Chih
teachers in the southern Colorado River area. John and Joy Barbour have rclocated to
the mountains of Payson, Arizona. (See their news below.f David Smith is now_ living
in Coeur D'Alene, Idaho; and Roxann Post will be moving soon to Wendover, Nevada"
They all will be sharing the spirit and teaching of TCC in these new areas. Loretta
Hofper and Della Alberson wilt taXe over John, Joy and Roxann's classes at Mohave
Community College, at both the Bullhead Cit'

Atliena Liyne and Sandi Deleon ri
Mohave Valley and Needles, CA areas. Des
us, we enjoy getting together whenever possi
and best wishes to all of our T'ai Chi Chih family.

{< !F >1. !h :1.

Letter from Joy and John Barbour
We send our love to all of our T'ai Chi Chih friends. We made our move to Payson

on September 19 and were greeted by thunder and lighuring and autumn rains. For Joy,
having grown up in the Sierra Nevada, it is like coming home, here among the pines--
getting settled in a rustic home and reading before the open fire, For those_ofyou
unfam-iliar with Payson, it is located in the center of Arizona, in what is called the Rim
Country, orZane Grey country. Elevation is about a mile high.-Joy 

is scheduied to teach TCC to the Elderhostel in Bullhead City seven times a
week, or iwo a month until May. It is the most frequently scheduled class offered the
Elderhostel at ttre Mohave Valley Community College. She says,"I feel very honored to be
4sked. I enjoy it so much. Ciasses are between 30 and 40 in size each time. It also
permits me to see my Bulthead City fiiends and meet with the other TCC teachers and
students there.

Two serious students come up from Scottsdale for T'ai Chi Chih lessons, and
several others have expressed interesd The Barbours would like to invite their friends to
join in T'ai Chi Chih at 114 Sunbeam Drive in Sun Valley. Since temperatures range
between 13-45" now, perhaps waiting until summer is preferable.

Pritamdas (Peter Worrall) Tucson, AZwrt
I'll be doing it legularly throughout'93 at Ur
I taught regularly and I'm finding the suppor
The Vital Force is wonderful. Sony I've v
divine order and time.
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NEWS FROM CALIFORNIA

I-u Marla Dorn, San Francisco writes: . Taught T'ai Chi Chih privately last year.
fnc-o-rpoJaled some moves in classes for Senior Fitness, and have a plin to do a *ork'shop
in March for CCSF instructors.
George Balliet-,.Merced, CA: I am doing_ three classes a week, Tuesday, wednesday
and Thursday--things are fine down here in the valley.

GETTING STARTED
l, Orinda, CA
)up presentation of T'ai Chi Chih, and would
rg that there was a great interest in T'ai Chi in
I talked with their Community Relations

rt, and with excellent publicity, more than 60
iastonished, but, after an introduction. all the

words,.concePf, benefits, etc. came flowing out of my mouth, as my body perfonned the
so-familiar motions.

I was so glad I had a set of Linda Braga's "phrase cards" (see p.37 of Sept..'92
VFJ) as they provided a nice way to involve the audieirce, and vary the voices heard. Their
response was so eager they cou-l-d hardly wait to get moving! For a group of not-so-fit
seniors,I was amazed.at.howrrell they learned RoCking Motidn and Cairy tlie Ball.

- Having set a limit of 18 for the elass, we added a. second class; eich class wrth 20
students. And several others are waiting for the next series! It was very gratifying, and
I'll never again be reluctant to offer a free demonstration.

For Li Po & Du Fu
Familiar rushes line the shleam,

A pair of ducks streak against the twilight
From behind storm clouds

The moon appears
As the teacher in this poem.

An ancient temple lies in ruins
Waves gather to dance themselves
Quiet and calm the stream flows on

Gradually rain is falling.

Derek Hirsch
San Francisco, CA
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COLORADO T'AI CHI CHIH

Michael Merriman of Denver, Co will publish a list of teaching locations of
Colorado's TCC Association of Instruciors as a s'ervice to new and ongoing students of
T'ai Chi Chih. Hii peisonal feeling which can be demonstrated to students is, "the
t"*tti"g oi i ui Chi Cfiitr is not compititive as all certified insfiuctors are competent." It is
ilplt; *uit t Jitrri students deciriing which location and/or time is the most convenient
for them. While our- intent may be"to make money in our teaching efforts, I think
inuoOoiing students to T'ai ChiChih is even more-important for their, our, and the
world's evolution.

The joyous Season of Renewal entered
Not as quietly as the past
But witit a roa, and iwondrouslY
sublime mnntel of PuritY
Reflected as the Snow.

We caII our Evolution

Purin of Spirit awaits our
ewafceitng of self to our Self-
Is it awakiniig oi is it remembering? .
The SouI stir{within, undaunted by the
Mantel of self.

We are the Srnw, the Mantel, andthe Chan'
Surrender to SeIf, undaunted bY the
Mantel of self reflected.
Awaken"-- Rbmimber -- EnioY!!

Michael Merriman 12-92
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ENLIGHTENMENT AS A GOAL
Steve Ridley

- Enacting behavioral'shouldisms' that supposedly represent enlightened qualities
and characteristics amounts to nothing more than imitation and cannot result in
Enlightenment. Enlightenment is not somehow achieved through cause-effect strategies or
actions of any kind.

Enlightenment is already one's natural, enduring and fundamental state, and
therefore is independent of relative considerations (individual mental conditionings, space-
time situations etc.) Regardless of one's temporary, fluctuating peripeCtive,
Enlightenment is one's authentic col€ nature. Enlightenment can never be obtainbd, only
lived.

In dividin g-categorizing
we pursue other than IS

Reality equally adorns
places and forms

Within and without
comprise one circle

Why seek to complete
what is now whole?

-Steve

WHO WE ARE - PRESENTLY
Diana Daffner, Siesta Key, FL

I visited with Sister Antonia, the "Chi Kung Nun" of New Jersey! (We became
teachers together, with Steve, Feb. '91). In the middle of an east coast flood/storm, with
evergreen trees uprooted and leaning on Antonia's house, we shared the movements, and
the excitement of who we are today. She is beautiful, garbed in a modern grey habit,
shining face, bare feet. God's servant, honoring the Goddess within. Inspirational!

And - speaking of gifts, "What happens when you live (or move) too far in the
future and too much in the past?" You miss out on the present!

25
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EAST COAST MAKING NEWS

The Suburban Journal section of the New York Times had an article entitled "Nuns
in Habits, Soles of Feet and the State of New Jersey" written by Andrew H. Malcolm. We
have excerpted portions with the hope that the essence of the article remains.

"It could be a dream. You are in a chapel-like place, thickly carpeted, paneled in blond woods, with
stained-glass feebly f,rltering the wan winter light. A band of strangers gathers, mostly women in slacks,
anayed in loose lines. Is that harp music? No one smiles. No one wears shoes.

"S1owly, very slowly, the people begin to move, aflns rising and falling like unbalanced windmills.
They step this way and then ftat way. They breathe deeply, sort of together. Still, they say nothing.
They stare straight ahead-at you.'

"Or are they looking past, at that other women? ...It
looks like a nun. In a gray habit. Making the same
silent suangely soothing motions, as if beckoning
you to enter her dimension. She says, 'I invite you !o
focus on the soles of your feet, to feel the earth we all
share.'

"Sister Antonio Cooper belongs to the Franciscan
Servants of the Holy Child Jesus which runs the Villa
Maria Retirement Flome here. (Plainfield, NJ) Sister
Antonia is from Pittsburgh. For reasons she can't
explain but that New Jerseyans understand implicitly,
she fell in love with this state. Her mission was to
work here.' "Sister Antonio discovered the calming power of tai

. chi one day trying to pray. Disuacting thoughts of
errands and must-dos ricocheted inside her cluttered

- mind. So to avoid "wasting time," she reflectively
.. stood up and did a half-hour of tai chi, the Oriental

meditative exercises. "I sat down." she recalls.
"Suddenly I had it, well, it was like this funnel of
peacefulness within me. I was acutely aware of
everything, brimming with energy, yet calm and
quiet. I thought" 'If this can happen to little old me,
imagine what it might do for others."'

"T6 become a fai Ctri Chih teacher she studied in Minnesota, not exactly the Lhasa of Oriental thinking
but as good as any west of the Mississippi, where tai chi is most popular. Eastemers seem more reluctant
to confront themselves by pretending to direct traffic in slow motion. Sister Antonio ascribes it to the
urban East's greater distance from nature.

"Some AmLricans, who feel they must compete and sweat to accomplish anything, lump tai chi in with
other Oriental exotica....But Sister Antonia's T'ai Chi Chih version concerns only the you and the now.
Sister Antonia teaches less philosophy and more methods to bring peace and harmony into more lives'
"Relax, don't try so hard, Let it happen . Gaze ahead. Your mind is unclouded.' One of her students sai4

My wife and I do tai chi at home. it gets our minds off the world's overpowering busy-ness. We go in
tired and come out feeling energized. I'm not ashamed to tell you.'

"Afterward, this nun fiom Pennsylvania who's bringing Oriental thinking to New Jersey collectes her
New Age music tapes, climbs into her white'87 Pontiac and turns on her favorite music, oldies."

Sr. Antonio Cooper
No. Plainfield, NJ
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BE ON THE LOOKOUT!
Ralph Garn, Syracuse, NY

During the October teacher accleditation, Steve Ridley mentioned to be on the
lookout for the'Jonathan Livingston Seagulls'that will come into youl life, recognize the'gift' of T'ai Chi Chih almost instantly and take to it with more than the usual enthusiasm.

I got a call from someone who had seen my TCC flyer and was 'drawn' to what
was mentioned about T'ai Chi Chih, its benefits, etc. This person showed up at my home
yesterday, early on a Saturday morning and was ready to go! I recognized 'me' in the
gagernelg to learn and receptive attitude toward what was being taught and I gave my'best'. This woman will be 'in my shoes' rapidly and I feel honoredto be the-one sh-e
chose as an instructor.

Note I've learned the right student brings out the 'best' in the teacher and the
avidness of another burns the fire of TCC brighter! Seems I hear within that 'when the
teacher is ready, the student appears! or vice versa.

orchid words -  the words of
a true fr iend

NEWS FROM CANADA
(Daniel Tetrault, Student and Community Center staff member shares this information
conceming one of our teachers.)

Carnegie Community Centre serves the Inner City of Vancouver, BC, an area
where economically disadvantaged people (patrons) live in run-down hotels and rooming
houses. The Centre is at the ve--ry treari of many people's live, providing a social haven]
culturalactivities, oppornrnities for recrcation, education and simple, yet nourishing food.

For nine weeks this Fall, the Centre has been offering T'ai Chi Chih (TCC) classes
by an accredited volunteer instructor. Mary Naidu hails from Vancouver Island and she
has been teaching both in Victoria and in Hongkong. This is the first time that the TCC
form of 20 movements along with Qi Gong and Seijaku (an advanced form of TCC
involving toning, meditation) have been taught in Vancouver, B.C.

The students - patrons and staff members are very appreciative of the opportunity to
study and focus their attention on the yin/yang chi which form the basis of TCC. We find
Mary to be a warm and lively Instructor and her classes have been challenging but highly
rewarding. The experience of studying with her will be remembered fondly by alf hel
students.

Linda McKenzie, Regina, SASK, Canada: In October, I was in Australia and had the
pleasure of sharing TCC with friends there. They liked the simplicity and joy of it. I
continue to feel thankful for the Joy in my Life. Thanks to Justin fol introducing TCC and
to Steve for teaching me it
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MORE CANADIAN NEWS

Gordon Wade, Edson, Alta, Canada: Starting up my Seniors Classes on 2 Feb. again.
Trying something new this session, half hour classes at noon hour from 12:15 to 12:45.
Th-erelas been a request so we will try it two days a week for two months. These are for
working folk. I enjoyed once again the December issue of. The Vital Force. The
suggestions of teaching tips are very useful e
bent knees in the yinning and yanging as we:
step. This is a good idea to show students at t
do lead. I also appreciate the repeat article
informative. I am enclosing a copy of an artic
it very interesting and hopeful. We do have a good medicare system in Canada, but it is
starting to bursl at the seams, financially. It's good someone has seen the light.
(Highlights from lthe article follow.)

MEDITATING F'OR HEALTH
excerpts from the EDMONTON JOURNAL,

Saturday,6 January 1993
(No by-line)

Westem medicine is one of science's great achievements......We marvel at some of
the machines and we gobble an array of pills and medicines. We also still get sick.....And
we pay an ever-increasing amount for health care. Financially, our miraculous medical
system is practically killing us.- 

A-small eiperimeht at the Calgary General Hospital should be watched with
interesl There, a gioup of staff members have set up what they call the "East Meets West
Interest Group" toexplore non-western forms of health care and treatment that are much
less interventibnistic than western medicine, absolutely non-technological, and, it is worth
saying, much less expensive. Also, the eastern forms of health care they are studying are
no1 sickness-based, but rather based on notions of wellness. These staff members, and
perhaps their patients in days to come, will spend more time healing themselves--or
ensuring that they don't get sick.

The worlds of East and West can be complementary, to the.benefit of both......And
so the Calgary hospital staffers are investigating tai chi, yoga, biofeedback, massage based
on a Chinese model of body meridians, meditation and so on......"Eastern medicine is
promoting the natural healing within us, whereas western medicine is more an
intervention," says Wendy Panlon, a nutsing unit manager'.......The eastern approaches
would place more responsibility for wellness on individuals, rcsulting in less formal health
care. It is preventive medicine.
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PUSHED IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Lavana Kilborn, Port Alberni, BC, Canada

Dear TCC love_rs, practitioners and teachers: I have been reading and enjoying the various
articles in The Vinl Force f.or years now and thought it was time t made a coi'tribution by
r.h.u.ing .my experiences_ with you. over the years, slowly, very slowly, like all gooi
things, the classes started to build. First with the Port Alberrii Sunihine Club. The Seiiors
had seen TC performed on the screen and simply demanded it. I WAS APPROACHED,
but had just studied from Justin's book. Thus having been pushed into the teachersi
progrirm, a steady movement in the right direction followed.

Getting Started: After accreditation in
May of 1989, I offered classes in T(
general public through Parks and Re<
well as the beginners and continuous r
the Seniors. The word spread and'
Alberni started to participate in the E
program, I was approached again to c
There are only four days with 90 minut,
Elderhostel group. During this time,I
this is an introduction onlv. I teach
such as correct yinning aird yanging
softness and continuity in the movem
the easiest moves. This group has I
rewarding as the students respond r
enthusiasm. However, due to Eld
summer program, I no longer can i
teachers' Conferences-wtrich I regret-but life is Lavana Kilbornalways on the move and that too may change.

Seated TCC: Last year after having received a call fiom the programmer at an
Intermediate Care Home, I started teaching to wheelchair residents. These are people with
various disabilities--physical, emotional, and mental. The challenge here can b-e easily
geen: I carefully select the music for this group and it has proven-the main vehicle for

rel, the anns are resting on the armrest in the
ler, as they would be frustrating to learn for
the ball, push pull, around the platter, the'one 

ann at a time-rest-then the other) and of
course, starting with rocking motion for longevity and the closing posture. We rest
{reguengy. In.this class I allow chatter, reflections,-and verbal sharing-of att sorts during
the.resting period. H91e I volunteer my time and feel richly rewarded by sparkling eyei
and rcsponses such as "I feel so relaxed now" and "I sleep better." etc.

- ^Fgt the Seijaku classes, I never had enough people register to make a go of it and
now I feel no longer confident to teach it. Some day-I will audit one of Justin'silasses and
try again.

Stimulated by an article in the last issue of The Vital Force, I will contact the
progftlmmer for teenagers after my rctum from Costa Rica and see if there is an interest.
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NEW MEXICO NEWS
As we began our January meeting of the New Mexico Tai Chi Chih Teachers with

group TCC, Ellei Tatge's hom6 sighed ind breathed in resonance, evoking-smiles. This
monlh our gathering had a goal: to become knowledgeable in how to Pr-oYiq9 Coltinuing
Education credit to nurses for T'ai Chi Chih. (See Carmen's article which follows.)

We enjoyed tea and sweets and a bit of "what oul concerns are about this new
administration"- talk, and shaled news of our families and lives. As one teacher
commented, "There's a kind of sweetness that occurs when the group comes together."

At our February meeting we had an opportunity to share techniques emphasized in
intermediate classes. Other teaihing strategies that have been helpful in beglnner classes
are welcomed, too. As usual, teachers may participate in the gloup T'ai Chi Chih at 1 pm
and leave before ttre meeting. Connie Hyde, Cedar Crest, NM

C.E.U'S FOR NURSES IN NEW MEXICO
Carmen Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, NM

After many month of work by several New Mexico TCC Teachers our T'ai Chi
Chih proposal asking for Qontinuing Education lnits for Nurses, has been APPROVED
by the New Mexico Nurses Association.- 

Nurses can receive 14.4 uedithours, which is almost half of the required credits
needed to renew their certificates every 2 years.

We now have a 12 hour, 8 week r
Content, Hourly Schedule, and Instructional
health educators. A participant can receive
credits for attending the entire class or they n
attend all of the classes.

After much work, we now realize that our proposal will also be applicable to other
areas of Health Care: Physical Therapists, Art Therapists, Dance Therapists, aLd
Substance-Abuse Therapists-" Many doofs have opened for us with the approval of this
proposal.

The development of our proposal was aided by an earlier proposal submitted by
Carol Gustafson and Ellen Tatge, for a Weekend Workshop (six hour course) that they
taught. With this proposal, all New Mexico T'ai Chi Chih Teachers, who have submitted
ttre proper credentials to the NM TCC Association, are eligible to offer ttre CEU credits for
Nurses in their classes.

Ellen Tatge has graciously agreed to be the administrator for this ploject and will
maintain the required iecords on her computer. The Nurses Association prefers to
coordinate the record keeping with only one individual from each organization"

If all we (T'ai Chih Chih Teachers) ar
offering credits, and filling classes, etc. life
atl. Thank God that is not true. One of the r
this proposal, was that late at night Suni M
sweetness and a Japanese greeting, she w<
going. This would lead to an exchange of inl
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CEU News (cont. from p. 30)
what we had been doing. At the end of our conversation she would conclude with another
Japanese phrase which means "Rest Well" - but then she would add "but not you, you
work on the proposal." We would both laugh and then sweetly she would add her own
special words of encouragement. In the end, the proposal was completed because Suni
was gracious and asked all of us to come over for spaghetti and to work. Four hours.
later, magically, we had a rough draft of a proposal.

Ideas, companionship, laughter, suggestions, goodwill, are the gifts that we sharc
with each other in T'ai Chi Chih. I know each group of T'ai Chi Chih Teachers would
agree that this is true. For those of you who do not have enough teachers in your area to
have a group - plan on going to the Annual Conference in Chicago (this year), - therc our
Joy is multiplied.

Many thanks to all the New Mexico Teachers who shared their talents so lovingly
to help make the Proposal become a reality.

GUIDED PRACTICB
Ellen Tatge, Albuquerque, NM

I set up an annbitious schedule of nine classes per week anC adCi'.icnal wolkshops,.
thinking not all the classes would make -- and they all have! I am very busy and T'ai Chi
Chih is blossoming in Albuquerque.

In an attempt to address the need of siudenis who are sceking fiiiiher instructi,rir
and a group with which to practice, I have started an ongoing Guided Practice hour for
students who have completed a beginning class. My dream is that someday we will have
groups like this established all over the city, so practicers who are not teachers can find
each other. As groups become established and experienced in practicing together, they will
realize they do not really need a leader, and teachers can move on to starting groups
elsewhere. .....( Consider Ellen's vision. )

INDIVIDUAL NEED
Catherine Johnson, Cedar Crest, NM

A couple of TCC teachers conversed about the accumulative benefits their practice
has brought, the balancing effects being different depending on individual need. The
contrasts are interesting if not surprising. Teacher #1: "I was formerly inclined to live out
of the head. My consistent practice has me more involved with what the body is telling
me." Teacher #2: "I am always using and working my body, on a daily basis, so when my
practice isn't as consistent as I wish, I begin to struggle with depression."
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RETREAT: COMING HOME TO YOURSELF
(Our sincere apology for the omission of this article in recent VFJs. It is unfortunate that it
was filed incorrectly, but the material's wotth speal<s for itself. Staffi

Sister Jackie Kingsbury and Sister Linda Reicks, PVBM successfully incorporated
T'ai Chi Chih into an 8-day religious retreat format for 25 Catholic sisters in Texas last
July. The retreat theme, "Coming Home to Yourself; Body, Mind, and Spirit," was
facilitated by the process of learning/practicing T'ai Chi Chih, the experience of several
therapeutic massages, time to commune with nature, and rituals/prayers with body
movement and energy awarcness.

T'ai Chi Chih classes were scheduled in two-hour morning and afternoon sessions
the first two days and nvo hours each morning the remaining four days. Afternoon sharing
of TCC ttre last three days was for the sheer joy through movement and experiencing T'ai
TCC as a moving meditation. The last day all saluted the rising sun as we shared TCC
outside in the early moming. Both Justin's and Steve's videos were well used during free
time.

Comments from the evaluation included:
"I loved the fact that everything was flowing--no rush, no prcssule, everything optional,
variety of experiences available. This retreat was a profound, deep, inner journey for
me...I was amazed at the depth of my meditations with so little effort on my part.

'. Flowing, flowing, flowing--everything always flowing was my sense."
.. "I would like to frame what has happened to me this past week in reference to the Gospel.

. A person had been beaten, abused, r'obbed of self-esteem, energy and well-being. The
Good Samaritan came along and helped to heal the body with oil and soothe the spirit with

.' TLC. Last Monday I came with a tiled body and a bruised and exhausted spirit" Here I
found various ways to nurture rny body with energy and the great outdoors, to fill my
'being'. I call this a'being week'--emphasis on being, effortless effort, relaxation. What
a different way to retrcat--not looking at limitations as other retreats ask for. I felt this was
a more wholesome, healthy way. I feel blessed and cleansed."
"This week was a beautiful experience for me--I found my God in the deep recesses of my
heart. The T'ai Chi Chih movements were a great help in centering myself and lifting up
my spirits in a loving prayer" I truly experienced Joy Thru Movement."
"With this reueat our bodies, minds, spirits, emotions, energies, concerns, other people,
were woven into everything. We worked to learn the movements, helped one another
learn, had quiet if we chose. We had chats or deep discussions as the moments presented
themselves. I experienced a real nurturing, caring, fun, respectful atmosphere coming
from recognizing and building on the fact we are body persons who experience the world
only thfough our bodies. The retreat was up to me to choose and form. I've found the
time here to be renewing."
"I realize that I am one, all is connected--and when I stop trying so hard and relax, I can
feel the flow, connection, unity, harmony with nature and the universe. There is peace."
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WHAT IS MEDITATION?
Steve Ridley

Just beneath the superficial identity of mind-body personality orientation,
Meditation is. This authentic (enduring) State recognizes the mind-body expression as
creative components existing within itself for the purpose of particularized experience and
communication in space-time dualism.

To live in the world(s) ru Meditation is our natural, innate and already existing
reality.

THOUGHTS ON MEDITATION PRACTICE
Steve Ridley

Spiritually oriented meditation practice emphasizes the use of various
methodologies in order to create a favorable mind-body condition whereby Light (Reality)
can be more completely realized and accommodated by the practitioner. One might assert:
"f am engaging in this technique, this spiritual exercise in order to open to Light, to the
experience of Reality." From the mind-body perspective, the common, conditional
viewpoint or stance, we seek to acquire Reality.

When tliis common perspective is sponianeousiy' traiiscended and l"{editatiorr alone
is, we recognize: "The Light is what f am." We clearly see that the creative medium of the
mind-body is included within Us as Our means of expressing and experiencing in space-
time. We lovingly nourish and sustain this mind-bociy vehicle as a temporary mociification
of Our very Light, our authentic Condition.

Until we know "the Light is what I am," the seeming paradox of seeking That
which we always already are, must apparently persist.

Meditation practice and other spiritual systems of Reality pursuit are useful,
because they assist us in the willing activity of breaking through our restdctive, Light
inhibiting patterns of conceptual limitation. All sincere efforts contribute to the recovery
and restoration of living as Light.

APPREHENDING THE REAL
Steve Ridley

If REALITY indwells "me" as "me"
from whence does this seeker of REALITY arise?

Our experience of suffering motivates us to seek, yet the inherent dynamics of the
search itself (our conditioned assumptions) perpetuate this orientation, disposition and
dilemma of suffering.

Observe how the rnind creates continual disuactions to keep
the sense of limitation, self-contraction alive - to perpetuate
the myth of feeling incomplete, unfulfilled. Realize who this
Observer is.
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New Music
We are proud to announce that Justin Stone has come out with another music tape

called "Free and Easy," available from Good Karma for $9.95 retail. The 40Vo teacher
discount applies when you purchase 3 or more copies of the tape or combine it with any
other titles to total three. See article on next page for a description of this exciting new
offering.

Also new is another Kevin Locke Native American flute tape entitled "The Flash of
the Mirror," a collection of Meskwaki or "Woodlands People" songs. True Native music,
says Mr. Locke, "nurtures and sustains the soil of the human heart." He refers to the
melodies of the flute as "the wind that purifies and breathes life into the heart." Retail pdce
is $9.95 and teacher discount applies.

Oriental Philosophy Videos
In the last two issues of VF, we have announced the availability of five (5) videos

of Justin Stone's Oriental Philosophy lecture series delivered in Albuquerque in February
1990. They can be rented by teachers as follows: $7.50 for a single tape; $30 for entire
series plus shipping fees. By charging a minimal fee to students for viewing the videos or
by asking for alove offering, a teacher can easily make up the rental cost and earn a bit of
profit by showing such a wealth of fascinating material to people who would not otherwise
have access to such information. The tapes are like taking a course in Oriental Philosophy
from one who speaks authoritatively from his own experience and many years'study and
tiving within vaiious Eastern culturcs. Good Karma plans to eventually put the series into
book form but for now, we are happy to allow teachers to rent the videos for a month at a
time. To date, we have had no inquiries, and we can have the tapes duplicated only if there
is truly an interest in teachers usirig them. It is not necessary to commit to a specific time,
but we would like some indication from teachers about their interest level in renting the
videos. If you would like to offer these materials in your area at some point, please let us
know as soon as possible.

Address/Travel Reminders
Teachers, if your address or phone number changes, please let us, as well as The

Vital Force, know. We keep a cunent list of certified teachers so that customers who ask
for refenals in their area have the most recent information available.

We also keep a list of teachers who are willing to travel outside their immediate area
to teach. If your name is not yet on that list from previous times, please make sure it's
included if you like to teach in that way. Again, we are occasionally contacted about T'ai
Chi Chih classes in an area wherc there aren't any certified teachers.
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Tips for Selling Good Karma Materials
In the dark about how best to make our materials available in your classes? You'll

find that they often "sell" themselves simply by your having copies at your class sessions,
reading bits from certain texts during breaks, giving studenls ample time before and after
class to peruse what we have to offer. You might also want to contact one of the teacher
distributors listed below, whether in your area or not, for suggestions. Many of them are
veteran teachers who have tried a number of approaches, finding those that work the best.
Why not benefit from their experience? Remember the old quip, "Two heads are better
than one!"

F'REE AND EASY MUSIC
You will want to add to your collection of Justin

Stone music with his latest exciting creation, "Free and
Easy," a cassette tape of original compositions as well as
familiar jazz tunes. Some pieces feature the
composer/performer on solo piano; others utilize the full
range of electronic keyboard; still others transition srnoothly
from piano to electronic within the same song. The result is a
pleasing variety of sound--frorn mellow to vibrant and
enthusiastic.

"Ruminations" and "Why Me? Blues" are e couple of
provocative titles among the original pieces. They describe
well the movement and feeling in the music itself.
Reworkings of jazz standards, a few representing newer
versions of songs recorded on some of Justin's other tapes,
include the familiar "Willow Weep for Me' and "Rose
Room."

Enjoyable as this most recent creative offering of
Justin's is, what comes through above all is a delightfut
sense of the performer simply have a great time sharing his
music!

Fnee &

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CIIIH MATERIALS
Good Karma Publishing, Inc. P.O. Box 5ll, FL Yates, ND 58538

Jean Katus 701 1859-7 459
Albuquerque, NM - Camren Brocklehurst - 505n99-O562
Victoria BC Canada - Guadalupe Buchwald - ffi413854748
Bemidji, MN - Jeanne Engen - 2l8l75l-3173
Fargo, ND - Christeen Mclain -7071235-W9
San Leandro, CA - Liz Salada - 5nm84263
Camarillo, CA - PamelaTowne - 805/987-3607
El CajoU CA - Susan Webster - 6191441-1165
Chicago, Il - Megan Everen -7081910-7533
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Hil Bl?%?,#,3hffiH"o"*
People and events come along fi'om time to time that touch and nourish us. Steve's

T'ai Chi CtriwVeOitation Workshop-in San Diego in November was one of those events.
It *ui u tt"ry U"neniiur e*perience that I enjoyed-every part -of. The location was beautiful,
and Susan Webster did anbutstanding job of brganiziirg and hostessing the workshop. . ^

:ioriand purity of expression touched each of
r T'ai Chi Chih and meditation varied greatly

seeking higher levels of awareness and spiritual nourishm-ent'
"I iould encourage everyone tb attend one of the T'ai Chi Chih/Meditation

Workshops. In addition io furth6r refinement of the movements, y99 Pay experience a
fifting oiiluyJrs", revealing a more profound communion with your higher nature and the
unfolding tapestry of eternal puryose.

With gratitude to Susan Webster and Steve,
Roxann Post
Riviera, AZ

EVENTS FEEDBACK

Susan Webster: I would like to thank Steve for coming to San Diego in November to
Oo ttr" Meditation Wortsfrop. As always, Steve came frori that-beautiful,.spiritual place. in
his heart and shared a lot wittr all of us.' The more I work with Steve, the more I realize
just why Justin chose him to caffy on T'ai Chi Chih throughout the world.
" Steve has an amazing ainount of knowledge a6out T'ai Chi Chih, meditation,
breathing, and ottrer discipli"nes; but I think the irost important fact is that- he truly
EMBO|i'ES his practice aird he shares with all of us from-that most deep and tranquil
space within him.' 

The weekend was profoundly successful and I am still receiving pho.ne calls from
participants who are usin! techniqq-es that Steve shared and they are expcriencing som.e

ittenotirenat changes. Mfrv of the iarticipants.ary requesting. that I have Steve return this
jl"* ro they can riork with irim again. He certainly 'made a difference" and brought much
joy to San Diego.

be relaxed
and alert
. " . l i keaca t
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IN PRINT:

T'AI CHI GUIDING PRINCIPLES: Stiilness tn Motion
Hope Ridley of San Mateo, CA submitted an article on t'ai chi she read in a magazine for the disabled.
Here are some excerpts from Accent on Living, written by Joi V. Eden (Summer t99Z issue) that describe
exercises and their guiding principles to help you hannonize your health.
. Relax spend a moment enjoying a holistic health method combining stillness and motion,

simultaneous exercise and relaxation. Tai Chi's repeated patterned movements improve memory, awareness
of body position, concentration and ability to perform tasks with greater ease. Slow, curved movements
decrease tenseness of body and muscles become more resilient. Force isn't exerted so the body isn't
overtaxed or under activated; strength/energy aren't wasted; and endurance increases.

Physical responses are riggered by thoughts/feelingVvisualization. Bodily systems are linked into
a single brain-regulated network. Positive images assist good health and vice-versa.

Follow these guiding principles:
1. Set your own comfortable pace.
2- Exertno force. Research shows benefit is obtained from less exertion than originally

thoughr
3. Movements are slow, curved, sofr build strength through sofhess.
4. Breathe nomrally and efficiently.
5. Focus on your movements.

' 6. To improve balance, keep as much weight as possible over weight bearing area.
7. Practice regularly, be patient, to allow gradual, lasting improvement,

and enjoy each moment.
' If possible, find a T'ai Chi instructor who understands physical challenges or purchase a video.
Remember, with T'ai Chi there's no limit [o what you can accomplish; what the caterpillar calls the end,
the believer calls the butterfly.
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"A book is a garden
you carry in your pocket."
Quote: Virginia Shilson
heard on the radio.

Steve Ridley: (303/322-7717) Spiritual Head of
T'ai Chi Chih and conductor of
- Teacher Accreditation Courses
- Teacher Renewal Workshops
- Exploring Meditative Ways Workshops
- Lectures & group practices in T'ai Chi Chilt
- his creative worls and supportive materials

Liz Sa]ada: (510/278-3263)
- Publisher, The Vital Force,
journal subscriptions and submittals

- Publisher of T'ai Chi Chih Teacher Directorv

For those of you who still have not had a
chance to ask for the special flowers in
Justin's pocket book, "Sense and
Essence" it is still avaiiable at no charge
to T'ai Chi Chih teachers. All you have
to do is send $.52 in stamps and the
garden is yours. Send request to Connie
Hyde, PO Box 349, Cedar Crest, NM
87008

CONTACTS FOR T'AI CTil CHIII

Justin Stone: Originator of T'ai Chi Chih
and conductor of Seijaku (Advanced TCC) Counes
zt4-ACongress, Pacific Grove, CA 93950

CONTACTS FOR THE VITAL FORCE . JOURNAL OF T'AI CHI CHIII

Je,an Katus: (70 1/854-7459):
- Publisher, Good Karma Publishing, Inc.
- Distributor of T'ai Chi Chih instructional
materials
and others related to spiritual practice

- contact for teacher refen"ls
- selling agent for Satori Resources
- conductor of 1991 Teacher SurveY

Lois Mahurey: (5 10/276-57 18)
- Editor, The Vital Force:
- contact for teacher referrals
- update to mailing list and Teacher Directory
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THE VITAL FORCE Journal of T'ai Chi Chih
is published quarterly on a non-profit basis by
The Vita] Force,1477-155th Ave., San Leandro.CA
94578 5r0t278-3263

Liz Salada, Publisher; Lois Mahaney, Editor
Yearly subscription: $20.00; $25.00 ourside
of U.S. and first class mailing oprion (See below.)
If teachers would like extra copies of TIIE VITAL
FORCE for their studenrs, please send $2.50 for each
copy desired. Back issues are available $10 per year
for 1991 andtor 1992.

Copyright @ 1993
by THE VffAL FORCE, San Leandro, CA 94578.
All rights reserved. Reproduction or use in any
manner of the whole or pail of this document
without prior written permission of the publisher
is prohibited. Printed in the U.S.A.

VITAL FORCE JOURNAL OPDRATIONS:

PUBI ISHING ,AND MAILING SCHEDI ILE:
Bulk-mailed quarterly-to subscribers only-during
these months: March, June, September, and
December.
Additional special issues as announced.

INQIJIRIES: If you have norreceived your issue !y
the 30th of these months, please contact us.
We are offering a first class mailing option
to tlose who regularly have difficulty receiving
bulk-mail. If you choose it, your subscription rate
will cost an additional $5.00/year to cover the extra
expense for special handling (and you'll have'guaranteed delivery').

SIJBMITilNG INFORMATION: Deadlines are
now by the lst of tbe preceding month of issue (i.e.
February, May, August, and November), unless
indicated othenrise. Lengthy articles should be
typed and double spaced to be considered for print.
FAX service is available, if you are in need of fasr
delivery of your VFJ submittal. Our FAX is
5101276-5541. You will also be responsible for

covering our expense for receiving your FAX.
Cosu $2.50 for first page, $1. each additional, plus
25 cents for cover letter which should be ad&essed o
VJIII-ilz Salada and include our phone number
5101278-3263.This way we will be informed when
your conmunication arrives. Thank you.
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for THE VITAL FORCE JOURNAL

of T'ai Chi Chih
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( ) I am a teacher; send me the New 1993
Teacher Directory. Enclosed is $5.00

( ) I would like to make a donation of
$_ to assisr VFJ projects
(outreach and referral to teachers).

( ) Renewal or
t/ \ l \Jerrr rrrhcr*i^fi.^.n
\ /, r !v rv usuowrrfruvrr

( ) My subscription is cunent but please
note changes in address, etc. on your
mailing iist.

Name

Phone (

Address

zip.

Make checkVmoney order in U.S. dollars
payable to: The Vial Force
andsendto: 1477 - l55thAvenue

San Leandro, CA 94578
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